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General Instructions for students :
1. Read carefully and attempt all questions.
2. A question can consist of one or more parts.
3. Use black/blue ink for writing answers in separate answer sheet. Use of lead pencil is not allowed.

Total Marks: 52

Question No.1 :

Part-B (Constructed Response Questions)

Total Time: 1 Hour 45 Minutes

Guess the profession in the picture and write ten sentences about it. Use correct spelling, grammar and punctuation.

Marks (10)

Result.pk

Look at the given picture and write a short story with a moral by using the hints given below. Use correct punctuation,
spelling and grammar. Marks (10)
Once upon a time a foolish donkey lived in village…………………………found lion’s
skin………………….animal and people feared him………………………thought of himself……………..heard
donkey braying……………..
Question No.2 :

You want to access to your school library. Fill the following library registration form to get library card.Use correct
punctuation, spelling and grammar. Marks (10)
Question No.3 :

Library Registration Form
Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Father’s Name: _______________________________________________________________________________
Date of Birth:_________________________________________________________________________________
Class_______________________________________________________________________________________
Class Incharge_______________________________________________________________________________
Gender: ____________________________________________________________________________________
Religion: ____________________________________________________________________________________
Permanent Address: ___________________________________________________________________________
Contact No: __________________________________________________________________________________
Father/Guardian occupation______________________________________________________________________
Question No.4 :

Read the passage carefully. It has certain grammatical and vocabulary errors. Rewrite it after possible correction. Marks

(10)
the king of iran had heard that birbal was one of the wisest men in the east? he wanted to meet Birbal, so he sent him a invitation to visit my
country. in due course, Birbal arrive in Iran.
Question No.5 :

Read the following paragraph carefully and answer the questions. Marks (12)

Coconut is the most important nut in the world. Not only it is one of the biggest of all nuts but almost all
parts of the tree are useful for man. The flesh of the green coconut is used as a vegetable. The milk inside
the young nut is used as a fresh drink. Rope matting and brooms are made from the outside layer which
protects the nuts. Coconut tree is the most useful tree in our life. Khopra is the dried pulp of the seed which
is the source of coconut oil. The leaves provide materials for baskets and roofing the husk and shell can be
used for fuel and are a good source of charcoal. Its wood is used for making frames, windows, doors, pillars,
etc.
(a) What provides protection to coconut? Marks (02)
(b) Enlist the things which are made by coconut tree? Marks (03)
(c) Can you write the name of some other nuts? Marks (02)
(d) Which is the most valuable and biggest nut? Marks (02)
(e) What is the main theme of the paragraph? Marks (03)
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